
Big power for big ideas
Get big Galaxy power for your everyday business needs. The latest 
Exynos chipset keeps up with your active day and then some.

Water? Dust? No problem. 
Water- and dust-resistant,³ Galaxy Tab S9 FE Wi-Fi features 
durability that goes beyond most other tablets on the market.

A battery that keeps you in 
charge of your business
Go for hours and hours with a long-lasting battery. Need energy 
quick? Get a full charge in less than an hour and a half with Super 
Fast Charging.⁶

A screen that’s sized for business
Start every workday with a large, beautiful 10.9" screen¹ that’s 
perfectly sized for your business needs.

Meet Galaxy Tab S9 FE Wi-Fi, a powerful tablet that helps improve your workday. Perfect for productivity, this tablet boasts a powerful processor, 
a long-lasting battery and a dynamic screen to help you stay on top of your business goals. You’ll have plenty of room on your 10.9" screen¹ to 
take on your to-do list, sign documents and take notes with the included S Pen or manage your daily workflow. Tab S9 FE Wi-Fi features enhanced 
durability,² making it one of the only water- and dust-resistant tablets on the market.³ And with Galaxy connectivity, you can easily share files⁴ 
to your phone or PC or take calls⁵ right from your Tab.

Discover the power to take your business further with Galaxy Tab S9 FE Wi-Fi.

The new standard of tablet essentials

Colors and models may vary by carrier 
and retailer.



¹Measured diagonally, the Galaxy Tab S9 FE screen size is 10.9" in the full rectangle and 10.8" accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners.   ²Compared to Galaxy Tab S7 FE.   ³Consistent with IP68 rating, water resistant in up to 
5 feet of water for up to 30 minutes. Rinse residue / dry after wet.   ⁴Quick Share between Galaxy devices available with the following OS: smartphones and tablets with Android OS version 10.0 (Q) and One UI 2.1 or above, PCs running Windows 10 or later. Requires Samsung 
 account and Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connection. Quick Share to iOS and Android devices available by sending shared link: individual files shared cannot exceed 3GB (for a total of 5GB per day) and link will expire after two days; requires a Samsung account and internet connection.  
⁵Requires a Galaxy phone to have One UI 2.5 or later. Devices must be logged in to the same Samsung account and be on the same Wi-Fi network.   ⁶Requires 45W wall charger (sold separately). Use only Samsung-approved charger and USB-C cable. To avoid injury or damage
to your device, do not use incompatible, worn or damaged batteries, chargers or cables. © 2023 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. All rights reserved. Samsung and Galaxy Tablets are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Other company names, product names and 
marks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners and may be trademarks or registered trademarks. Appearance of device may vary. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc.

Color   Gray

Display 10.9", WUXGA+ (2304 x 1440), LCD

Processor Samsung Exynos 1380

GPU Arm® Mali™-G68

Camera Front: 12MP UW
Rear: 8MP

Memory 6GB (RAM) + 128GB
8GB (RAM) + 256GB

OS Android™ 13

Battery Battery Capacity: 8,000mAh
Standby Time Up to 495 hours 
Talk Time N/A

Browsing (Wi-Fi) Up to 13 hours 
Video Playback Up to 13 hours
Music Playback Up to 113 hours

Wi-Fi Wi-Fi5 802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ax

VoLTE N

VoWi-Fi N

Bluetooth v5.3 Class 1

Bluetooth profiles A2DP 1.3, AVRCP 1.6, DI 1.3, HID 1.0, HOGP 1.0, HSP 1.2, OPP 1.2, PANU 1.0

Mobile hotspot capable N

Dimensions 10.01" x 6.53" x 0.26"

Weight 1.15 lb.

Ports USB Type-C Version 2.0, microSD (up to 1TB)

Durability IP68³

Security Knox 3.8, Face Recognition + On-Screen Fingerprint (FOD)

Speakers AKG Tuned Dual Speakers with Dolby Atmos Support

Other S Pen (included), Standalone DeX


